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This letter demonstrates the near-field imaging enhancement at microwave frequencies of
two-dimensional sources by a ferrite slab magnetized to saturation. It is shown that this effect is
based on the nonreciprocal amplification of magnetostatic surface waves(MSSW) across the ferrite
slab. The inclusion of losses in our analysis has also made it possible to prove this effect for realistic
yttrium iron garnet ferrite samples. For ferrite slabs of widthd, the resolution at the image plane(at
a distance 2d from the source) is better than the resolution in air at a distanced of the source, which
leads to anequivalent air lengthof the ferrite slab less than zero. Since the constitutive parameters
of saturated ferrites depend on the external magnetizing field, the operation frequency of the
proposed imaging devices can be tuned by varying this biasing field. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1852091]

The prediction of theperfect lenseffect in a left-handed
slab1 has certainly grown an increasing interest on the focus-
ing properties of materials with negative parameters. In ad-
dition to focusing at intermediate-field distances,2 it has been
shown that improved near-field imaging can be achieved by
means of media with only negative permittivity, such as met-
als at optical frequencies.1,3 This behavior has been found to
be a consequence of the coupling of surface plasmons at both
slab interfaces.1 Spin waves with a behavior similar to sur-
face plasmons in metals can be found in ferrimagnetic slabs
at microwave frequencies. This fact suggests the possibility
of obtaining some kind of near-field imaging enhancement
by employing these materials. Extremely low-loss ferrite
slabs are presently available as microwave materials. Since
losses strongly degrade the image enhancement,4 this last
property of ferrites can result in a significant improvement of
the imaging. Another advantage would be the tunability of
the frequency of operation, which could be achieved by
varying the intensity of the external magnetizing field.

Cubic low-loss soft ferrites, such as ytrium iron garnets
(YIGs), are commonly manufactured for diverse applications
in microwave technology. When they are magnetized to satu-
ration by an external static magnetic fieldH0=H0ẑ. its mag-
netic properties are well described by the so-calledPolder
tensor5
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wherevh=gH0 and vm=4pgMs (g is the gyromagnetic ra-
tio, and Ms is the magnetization of saturation). Magnetic
losses can be accounted for by the substitutionvh→vh
+si /2dsDH /H0dv, where DH is the resonance linewidth.
Magnetostaticor nonexchangespin waves are well known

solutions of the electromagnetic wave equation in magnetic
media characterized by Eq.(1). They are calledmagneto-
static because most of their energy is associated with the
magnetic field. Therefore, the electric field can be neglected
in a first order of approximation and¹3H <0. Thus,
H .−¹fm, wherefm is themagnetostatic potential, which
must satisfy themagnetostatic wave equation, ¹ ·m ·¹fm
=0, or
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Magnetostatic surface waves(MSSWs) are those specific so-
lutions of the magnetostatic wave Eq.(3) that are confined to
the surface of the ferrite.5 For ideal lossless ferrites, they
appear whenm+k=−1, or equivalently for a frequencyv
=vh+ 1

2vm. In this case, the magnetostatic potential takes the
form fm=f0 exps−ivt+ iky±kxd, decaying exponentially at
both sides of the ferrite interface[see Fig. 1(a)]. Therefore,
MSSWs are similar to surface plasmons in many aspects.
However, due to the anisotropy of the magnetized ferrite,
they only propagate at the specific direction defined by the

wave vectork =kk̂, with k̂ =Ĥ03 n̂ [see Fig. 1(a)], but not in
the opposite one. This behavior turns out to be a direct con-
sequence of the violation of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem
in magnetized ferrites.5
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FIG. 1. (a) Representation of the amplitude of a MSSW at a ferrite interface
(solid curve). The directions of the magnetizing fieldH0, the propagation

unit vectork̂, and the surface normaln̂ are illustrated.(b) Representation of
the amplitude of a MSSW in a quasiperfect near-field ferrite focusing
device.
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Let us now consider the extension of the solution of Eq.
(3) sketched in Fig. 1(a) to a ferrite slab of finite widthd as
in Fig. 1(b). The solution sketched in Fig. 1(a) is a physical
solution,decayingat both sides of the ferrite interface. How-
ever, there is also amathematicalsolution of Eq.(3) that
exponentiallygrowsat both sides of the ferrite interface and

propagates along the directionk̂ = n̂3 Ĥ0 (see Ref. 5). This
latter solution can be imposed at the left interface of the slab
and combined with the former one at the right interface to
give the solution sketched in Fig. 1(b). This field distribution
shows exactly the behavior needed for the onset of theper-
fect lenseffect,1 and becomesphysical if the appropriate
source is located atx=0. In fact, the amplitude of the
MSSWs atx=0 [see Fig. 1(b)] is restored atx=2d for all the
wave numbersk. Next, it will be considered a two-
dimensional time-harmonic magnetic field source located at
x=0, at a distancex0,d from the left slab interface. Ifd and
x0 are both much smaller than the free-space wavelength
associated with the source frequency, we are in the realm of
the magnetostatic approach. Thus, the magnetic field pro-
duced by the earlier source can be expressed as the following
Fourier integral of magnetostatic waves(propagating at both
directions along they axis and decaying towards the ferrite
slab):
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where f̃mskd is the Fourier transform offmsyd. Following
the earlier theory, after setting up a source frequency equal to
the frequency of the MSSWssv=vh+ 1

2vmd, the amplitude of
all the magnetostatic waves propagating along the positivey
direction will be restored at a distance 2d from the source
[see Fig. 1(b)]. On the contrary, the magnetostatic waves
propagating along the negativey direction will be reflected
by the slab, and hardly reproduced at the right-hand side of
the slab. Assuming a near zero amplitude for these latter
magnetostatic waves atx=2d [see Fig. 1(b)], the magneto-
static field amplitude atx=2d will be approximately given
by
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wherefms0,yd is the magnetostatic potential at the source
plane, and the second integral term can be identified as the
Hilbert transform of this latter quantity.6 If, for instance, the
magnetic field distribution at the source plane is given by a
delta function, the corresponding magnetic field at
x=2d—the image plane—will be a delta function plus the
Hilbert transform of this function(the 1/y function). This
example illustrates how the ferrite slab behaves as a quasip-
erfect near-field focusing device.

Up to now only ideal lossless ferrites have been consid-
ered in the frame of the magnetostatic approach. However,
actual ferrites are lossy, which substantially affects the focus-
ing properties of the ferrite slab.4 Moreover, the magneto-
static approximation is strictly valid only in the limitd→0.
In order to have a complete picture of the aforementioned

effects in actual ferrite slabs, anexactelectromagnetic analy-
sis has been also performed. This analysis accounts for both
propagating and evanescent waves in the Fourier expansion
of the fields[at a difference of(4-6)]. It also accounts for
magnetic losses by introducing a nonvanishing resonance
linewidth DH in the Polder tensor(1). Assuming a given
distribution of the transverse-to-x magnetic field,
H ts0,ydexps−ivtd, at the source planesx=0d, the magnetic
field at the image planesx=2dd can be expressed as the
following spectral-domain integral:
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where H̃ ts0,kd is the Fourier transform ofH ts0,yd, and
fTsk;vdg is a spectral-domain transfer matrix. This transfer
matrix is obtained after solving the Maxwell equations with
the appropriate boundary conditions at the source plane, at
the air-ferrite interfaces, and forx→` (Sommerfeld radia-
tion condition). Thus, assuming an expfisky−vtdg phase fac-
tor common to all the fields, the transverse-to-x fields can be
related by Xsx,kd=fAskdg ·Xs0,kd,7,8 where array X
=sEy,Ez,Hy,Hzd and fAg is a s434d matrix that only de-
pends on the characteristics and dimensions of the ferrite and
air layers. The combination of the earlier relation with the
free space boundary condition at the image plane, leads to
the following expression for the transfer matrix:

fTg = hfZ0g − fA11gfA21g−1j−1 · hfA12g − fA11g

3fA21g−1fA22gj, s8d

with fA i jg being thes232d submatrices of matrixfAg and
fZ0g the free-space impedance matrix. Following the afore-
mentioned procedure, theTyy term of the transfer dyad for a
typical low-loss YIG slab has been computed, and the results
are shown in Fig. 2.

The transfer matrix in air, at a distance 2d from the
source plane, is also shown in Fig. 2. The transfer matrix for
the ferrite slab is nearly unity for positive values ofk. This
behavior is maintained up to a maximum value ofk, which
increases for thinner slabs. This result is consistent with the
reported theory(the thinner the slab, the better the magneto-
static approximation works). It clearly suggests a significant
improvement of the resolution in the presence of the ferrite
slab. In order to illustrate this latter point, the image of an
imposed magnetic field at the source,Hys0,yd, is shown in

FIG. 2. Magnitude of theyy element of the transfer matrix as a function of
the normalized wave vectork/k0 sk0=v /cd for a ferrite slab as that shown in
Fig. 1(b), with x0=d/2 and constitutive parameterser =12, 4pMs=1200 G,
and DH=1 Oe. The external magnetizing field isH0=520 Oe, and the op-
eration frequency isf =3.1351 GHz. Curves ford=0.1 and 0.3 mm are
shown (solid lines). For comparison purposes, the values of the transfer
functions in air at a distance 2d of the source are also shown(dashed lines)
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Fig. 3. The imposed magnetic field is unity at two thin strips
(marked in the figure) and zero otherwise. A significant en-
hancement of the image through the ferrite can be clearly
seen. As usual, the image through the ferrite has been com-
pared with the value of theHy field in air, at a distance 2d
from the source. This comparison shows that theequivalent
air length of the ferrite is less thand. In addition, the image
through the ferrite has been also compared with the image
through air, at a distanced from the source. This latter com-
parison is of great interest, since it shows that theequivalent
air length of the ferrite slab isless than zero.

Near-field imaging using MSSWs in ferrite slabs has
several advantages over other methods. One of them is the
reduced level of losses, which provides a significant im-
provement of the imaging.4 In fact, it is possible to find
commercial YIG slabs providing ratiosDH /H0 of a few hun-

dredths. Another interesting advantage of the present pro-
posal is tunability. Resolution enhancement in slabs made of
materials with negative parameters is restricted to a single
frequency(that providing the adequate values for the consti-
tutive parameters). Therefore, devices made with this kind of
materials will be usually restricted to a single frequency of
operation. However, since the constitutive parameters of fer-
rites strongly depends on the external magnetizing field, the
frequency of operation of imaging ferrite devices can be
tuned by varying the magnitude of this externally applied
field. The price to pay for these advantages is that, owing to
the anisotropy inherent to magnetized ferrites, the aforemen-
tioned over-resolution can be only achieved in the plane per-
pendicular to the magnetizing field[that shown in Fig. 1(b)].
Another inherent limitation of focusing devices based on the
reported effect is that they could only operate in the near-
field limit, with ferrite slabs of widthd&0.01l0, wherel0 is
the free space wavelength.
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FIG. 3. The image of an imposed magnetic field at the source planesx
=0d of Fig. 1(b) given by Hy=1 in the strips and zero otherwise(dotted
line). The value of theHy field at the image planesx=2dd is shown(solid
line). The images in air at a distancex=d (dotted line), and at a distance
x=2d (dot-dashed line) are also shown. Constitutive parameters of the fer-
rite are as in Fig. 2, withd=0.1 mm.
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